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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LPG storage cages like our Gas Cylinder Cages are used to extend 
the life of your propane tanks and protect them from being dropped 
or hit, preventing disastrous workplace accidents. LPG Gas Cylinder 
Cages are a key element of proper propane storage.

Cylinder Cages are used to extend the life of your propane tanks and 
protect them from being dropped or hit, preventing disastrous 
workplace accidents. LPG Gas Cylinder Cages are a key element of 
proper propane storage. Propane is already a hazardous 
flammable material, that when pressurized into a metal tank, 
carries a deadly potential explosive force if mishandled. Gas 
cylinders should be treated with the respect they deserve and put in 
a cage. Our LPG storage cages come with a lockable latch, mesh 
sides and front for great ventilation and a solid roof that will protect 
the cylinders from damage.

he 9kg LPG Storage cages are perfect for the service station or 
retail shop wanting to safely store 9kg gas bottles. It is fully lockable 
but also offers easy access to quickly exchanged gas bottles.

2040mm W x 760mm D x 1285mm H

The gas cage has a sheet roof to protect the 9kg bottles from the 
elements to ensure long life of the cage. 

Ÿ Levelling feet are included. 
Ÿ Zinc finish corrosion protection for long life 
Ÿ Can be stacked 2 high when loaed or 3 high empty
Ÿ Tamper-proof lock guard
Ÿ Unit weight: 200kg

Storage capacity of 24 x 9kg gas cylinders (2 rows each side with 6 
cylinder on each) or can also hold 12 x Forklift Cylinders

Note: Signage not supplied with cage. Includes removable shelf and 
is supplied flatpacked

  

 
 
 


